
COMMITTEE UPDATES
Hosted a climate colloquium
Began an initiative to reinstate the McNair Scholarship at USF
Started working to formalize the Mentorship Program and to develop a plan to
implement diversity, equity, and inclusion evidence-based teaching practices into
course curriculums
Began developing a campus-wide land acknowledgment statement with the help of USF
St. Pete's Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Office

Work with local organizations to plan Pride events for the LGBTQ+ community at USF 
Prepare a presentation for local public schools that focuses on the mental health needs
of students
Host an undergraduate experiences colloquium

This semester, we:

Next semester, we plan to:

SAVE THE DATE

RESEARCH SPOTLIGHT
Diversity research in

psychology

Congratulations to 2021 winners of the USF Psychology Diversity
Research Fund Grant!
The winners are: 

Paddy Loftus (Graduate Student)
Project Title: Structural features that underlie perceived anti-queer
stigma: A conjoint analysis.  

Liaba Khan (Undergraduate Student)
Project Title: Applying the vicarious traumatization framework to the
experiences of Black Americans exposed to police violence on social
media.

See future newsletter issues further detailing these projects!
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S E E  Y O U  I N  T H E  S P R I N G !
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H A P P Y

Psychology Diversity Research Fund Winners
     This semester we funded the first two winners of the Psychology Diversity Research    
     fund grant! Please consider donating to this fund to continue supporting diversity in 
     psychological science. See the Research Spotlight below for the winning projects.

Please complete this survey if you are interested in working on any of these projects!

https://sites.google.com/view/usf-psdc/psychology-diversity-research-fund
https://usf.az1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_8eOW0RieqdtByFo


TEACHING RESOURCES
Core Elements of Anti-Racist Pedagogy
by Kim Case, Ph.D.
This resource can facilitate
departmental curricular transformations
and pedagogical advancements in
classrooms. 
Click here to learn more.

DART Toolbox for Faculty and
Administrators
The APA has developed this resource to 
 better support students with disabilities.
Click here to learn more.

Click here for more teaching resources.

 
Thanks to the generosity of faculty, students, alumni,

family, and friends we were able to award two projects in
2021. We need your help to continue awarding projects in

2022 and to permanently endow the grant. 
 

Please consider donating to the Psychology Diversity
Research Fund this holiday season!

  
Click here to donate now.

  Click here to learn more.
 
 

SUPPORT DIVERSITY RESEARCH NOW

https://giving.usf.edu/online/gift/f/420205/

NOW HIRING

Click here for more job postings.

Assistant Professor of Health Psychology (Tenure Track)
Old Dominion University
Click here to learn more.

Assistant Professor of Psychology
California State University, Fullerton
Click here to learn more.

STAY CONNECTED
Email: psychdiversity@usf.edu

Follow the USF Psychology
Instagram: @usfpsychology

Check out our webpage!

GENERAL RESOURCES

Click here for more general resources.
 

RESEARCH RESOURCES

Diversity in Psychology and Law Research Award
Due: December 15, 2021
Click here to learn more.

Stanley Sue Award for Distinguished
Contributions to Diversity in Clinical Psychology
Due: December 15, 2021
Click here to learn more.

APF Queen-Nellie Evans Scholarship
Due: January 31, 2022
Click here to learn more.

APA Minority Fellowship Program (MFP) Funding
Opportunities
Due: Varying deadlines
Click here to learn more.

Click here for more research resources.

Call for Nominations: APA Workgroup on Journal
Reporting Guidelines for Equity, Justice, Diversity,
and Inclusion in Psych Science
Send a CV and 200 word interest statement by Dec 31,
2021 to science@apa.org to nominate for this
important workgroup. 

APA Task Force on Systemic Inequities in Academic
Promotion and Tenure
This task force will disseminate a document about
systemic barriers that affect promotion and tenure
among scholars of color and recommend approaches
for equitable evaluation of dossiers. 
Click here to learn more.

Resource Guide for Psychology Graduate Students
with Disabilities
The APA Office on Disability Issues in Psychology has
released the second edition of this resource guide.
Click here to learn more.
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